
CE Zone Show Survey 
Results



What was your favourite CE show this 
year and why was it your favourite? 
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RCRA/Jokers Hill PHC Trillium at Palgrave Zone Classic



What was your favourite CE show this 
year and why was it your favourite? 
“I enjoy the RCRA shows the best. They are always smoothly 
ran and organized. They run on time.”

“I really enjoyed the Pickering Horse Center shows. I felt they 
were well run, on time and very fun. They also have great 
prizes and kind staff.”

“Zone Classic Organized, well run show with friendly 
professional staff and great class options. The effort put into 
sponsors and prizes makes this show stand out.”

“TAP This is the best show every year. The best place to show. 
Fun and well organized. Fantastic prizes”



How many CE shows did you 
attend in 2018
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How many horse shows would 
you like CE to host?
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What type of specialty classes would 
you like to see at CE horse shows?
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What type of specialty classes would 
you like to see at CE horse shows?
“The old school handy hunter! Where you had to do a derby course, but 
also open/close a “gate”, put on a rain coat, pick up a toy off a tree. There 
must still be videos of these being held at Palgrave. Also a more traditional 
derby course would be lovely in the GP ring at Palgrave. Or on Sundays at 
the other venues if it makes sense for time wise...I know they aren’t all set 
up to handle any more.”

“2’ derby options (like at PHC) Adult leadline ! Hack Classic - more 
opportunities for flat riders to wear their shads!!! (Nervous adults like to 
dress up too....)”

“A Hunter Derby and a Team competition of 5 declared riders, the top 3 
riders scores are calculated at each show, one rider from each division, 
team scores calculated throughout the year with a team championship 
and individual rider championship awarded at year end.”

“Derbies and Classics”

“Pairs class”



Rate the following in order importance to 
you from 1 – 5 with 1 as most important 
and 5 as least 
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Most important Least important



Do you feel that there is enough variety in 
officials (judges, stewards, course 
designers) at CE shows?
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What was your favourite horse 
show prize received this year?
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What was your favourite horse 
show prize received this year?
“I loved PHC’s tickets to pick something at the office. I 
received great gift certificates this year, a fancy 
embroidered pillow. Wine in the adult divisions was a fun 
touch.”

“The wine from Theresa Hoffman, one of the few prizes I 
won not collecting dust and that I enjoyed”

“N/A. With RCRA holding majority of shows it would be 
nice to see efforts made to provide proper prizes.”

“Model Performance class at Zones - extra large rosettes 
with the class printed on the tails were very classy. Would 
like to see improved ribbons in bronze level divisions -
especially because those kids don’t go on to champs”



What can horse show organizers do 
to improve your CE horse show 
experience?
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What can horse show organizers do 
to improve your CE horse show 
experience?

“RCRA schedules are inefficient. Reintroduce ponies and lower 
height divisions on Friday”

“Trilliums at PHC need to run more efficiently. JHHS can run more 
classes in a day and finish 3-5 hours earlier than a trillium at PHC”

“Clearer in-gate management - there seemed to be a lot of line 
cutting this year and rings standing empty leading to sluggish days. 
Only have one jog/division was also unfortunate - particularly 
because of the missed opportunity for the “winning jog” shot”

“Less shows, less non core divisions. All three show organizers run 
professional, organized shows but division numbers are low. We’re 
one of the more expensive zones with many trainers looking to 
other zones for lower show count numbers and more affordable 
horse shows.”

“More venues, less overall shows and better judging”


